Abstract

Time series representation is one of key issues in time series data mining. Time series is simply a sequence of number collected at regular interval over a period of time and obtained from scientific and financial applications. The nature of time series data shows characteristics like large data size, high dimensional and necessity to update continuously. With the help of suitable choice of representation it will address high dimensionality issues and improve the efficiency of time series data mining. Symbolic Piecewise Trend Approximation is proposed to improve efficiency of time series data mining in high dimensional large databases. SPTA represents time series in trends form and obtained its values. Sign of value indicate changing direction and magnitude indicates degree of local trend. Depending on the trend of time series, it is segmented into samples of different size which are approximated by the ratio between first and last points within the segment. Each segment then represented by alphabet. The time series is thus represented as sequence of alphabets thus reducing its dimension. Validate SPTA with naïve based classification method.
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